Three different packs for 2016!

What's a Quik-Pik?

It's a handy quick-reference “cheat sheet” on a specific area of coding.

Each of these guides drills down to the basics on the most common dermatology ICD-10 codes, procedure codes, J-codes, modifier usage rules, and E&M /consultation documentation requirements.

9 different sheets... available in 3 different packs!

Pack 1 - ICD-10 sheets only

- ICD-10 Quik-Piks #1 to #4 – (Set of 4 different sheets) Over 970 of the most common dermatology ICD-10 codes listed alphabetically! *We added 125+ additional ICD-10 codes from previous versions.* These sheets show codes to the highest level of specificity. We also tell you which codes require a 7th character and which codes need additional ICD-10 codes to be reported according to the ICD-10 guidelines. This includes “Code first”, “Code also,” and “Use additional.” Not only do we identify which codes need a second ICD-10, we tell you which additional diseases, causes, or conditions need to be coded.

- ICD-10 Neoplasm/Rules Quik-Pik #5 – *New for 2016!* – Our handy “quik-reference” chart lists common neoplasms by body location on one side and helpful ICD-10 tips and tricks on other side.

Pack 2 - CPT/E&M/Modifier sheets only

- E&M and Consult Quik-Pik #6 – This reference guide explains (in detail) how many elements you need to document to justify a particular level of care (chief complaint, history, exam, and medical decision making)... or code based on time. No more guessing once you start using this dermatology-specific cheat sheet!

- CPT Major Procedures Quik-Pik #7 – Includes flaps and grafts, dermabrasion, abrasion, chemical peel, soft-tissue excisions, Mohs, frozen sections, adjacent tissue transfer, wound dehiscence, pathology and 50 of the most common J-codes for dermatology. *New! We also list the postop days, multiple surgery rules, MUEs, and CCI bundle info.*

- CPT Minor Procedures Quik-Pik #8 – Includes E&M visits and common procedures with 0 or 10 postop days. Includes biopsies, excisions, destruction of malignant and benign lesions, layer closure and complex repair, acne services, photodynamic therapy, laboratory, injections, minor surgical procedures, and surgical pathology. *New! We also list the postop days, multiple surgery rules, MUEs, and CCI bundle info.*

- Modifiers Quik-Pik #9 – E&M modifiers, procedure modifiers, modifier rules, modifier decision trees, and postop day cheat chart... *All the modifiers and rules you need to know at a glance!* Determine which modifiers to use, what order, and follow our easy-to-understand decision trees to see if/when modifiers apply! *New! We added four new modifiers and rewrote the most common modifier rules!*

Pack 3 - Combo Pack - get both Packs 1 & 2 and Save!

Order online: www.ellzeycodingsolutions.com/QP

*Pack 3 - Combo Pack - All nine sheets!* 
*Savings only $89 + S/H*

*Pack 1 - ICD-10 Quik-Piks only* 
*Sheets 1 through 5* 
*$59 per set + S/H*

*Pack 2 - CPT/E&M/Modifier Quik-Piks only* 
*Sheets 6 through 9* 
*$49 per set + S/H*

*Multiple-set discounts available*